DURAPOLS® AGRO

Sombreo 65%

Shading / Shade Cloth / Privacy Net / Fence Mesh

Overview
DURAPOLS® Agro Shade 65% is a fabric with higher weight
and density in comparison to DURAPOLS® Agro Shade 65%.
Its application in agriculture is less usual, but some fruit trees
and seedling nurseries occasionally demand higher shading rates between 50% and 80%, depending on the colors.
It is frequently used in the gardening field either as privacy fence or as shading canopy easily adaptable to pergolas or some
carports, complying with its final purpose as a cost- effective solution in comparison to other technical
fabrics.
In comparison to Raschel nets it is unbreakable giving it the possibility to be more durable.

What else
High UV stability

Breathable fabric

Avoids vegetal stress

Windbreak protection

Other details
This shading net is used lots of

Lower
evapotranspiration

Infrared radiation filter

Sunshade protection

times to provide privacy in civil
works perimeter areas or in
scaffoldings for ctonstruction

Tearing resistance

works.
It used as well to provide shading in outdoors and sunnier
than usual areas or garden

Reduction of
temperatures.

Privacy

centers producing ornamental
plants or fruit trees.
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Color Range

Sizes

5,00m

F other
For
h diff
different color,
l please
l
askk the
h Sales
S l Department. Combination of colors either in warp or weft
available in order to the get the appropiate tone and
shading rate desired.

Standard rolls from 1,50 m up to 5,20 m.
Standard lengths: 100 m, up to 1000 m (jumbo).
Tailored-made rolls available over 5 meters
made up with Sewing Line Machine for Big jumbo wich allows a good finishing for the rolls.

1,50m

White, Silver, Black, Green, Beige,
Dark Green, etc.

100m

1000m

Packaging
Standard and Jumbo rolls: Cardboard cores, retractable film and adhesive tracking labels
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING:
Jumbo rolls loaded directly into trucks or containers.
Standard rolls palletized.

ºº

PALLETISATION:
>STANDARD ROLLS:
Widths: Up to 2,50 m
Lenght: 100 ML
Each pallet 25 Ud

>STANDARD ROLLS:
Widths: From 3,00 to 5,00 m
Length: 100 ML
Each pallet: 12 Ud

(folded)

Other lenghts and widths
subjected to other configuration
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